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1 Data used with remote access
LIAB: Linked-Employer-Employee-Data of the Institut for
Employment Research (IAB) in Nuremberg (cf.
Jacobebbinghaus, 2008; Alda et al., 2005)
Longitudal data of German rms and their employees
covering the timespan between 1993 and 2006.
Consists of waves of the IAB rm panel
(\IAB-Betriebspanel") and waves of the IAB employee















1 Anonymisation of the output
Typically remote access is implemented on survey or
process generated data for privacy reasons. Therefore parts
of the output are typically anonymised.
In case of the LIAB every suppopulation of the data
smaller then 20 observational units is blanked in the output
submitted to the users. Since the LIAB data set contains a
huge number of cases (see later) one typically only runs
into problems with that when analysing very rare strata.
For the same reason graphs are only submitted to the
















For security reasons the servers hosting the data are
typically not directly connected to the internet. In case of
the LIAB one sends his do-les to the FDZ of the IAB and
they pass it on to the server.
This implies that you cannot directly call and install
ado-les from the internet. However on request it is
possible to get them installed.
I ran into problems with that when I tried to use the
scheme lean with graphs and the package parmest.















3 Size of the data
Typically remote access data sets are huge. F.e. the LIAB
contains information on about 2 million employees. Using
them for event history analysis as in my case this can ad
up to more than 7 million job spells and data sets of 8-10
GB size when using episode splitting on this spells.
Therefore running do-les on the whole data set can be
very slow and sometimes even cause convergence problems
with models.
I ran into problems with that often in the beginning using
stcox and streg.
The obvious solution to that problem is using sample or
bsample before estimating the models. That is ne but















3 Size of the data
Huge data sets typically contain large case numbers even
in rare strata.
Drawing a random sample of such a dataset would
typically reproduce the distribution of the original data but
with relativly smaller case numbers.
In the subsample absolute case numbers in rare strata can
become so small that one runs into technical diculties
estimating models on them. (A problem similar to smaller
data sets.)
But with a huge data set there is an alternative:















1 Sampling equal sized strata
Basically this means ..
1 Using the case number information which would be
produced by a n-way cross-tabulation of the variables used
for stratication.
2 Use a function to nd the minimum case number in that
matrix.
3 Plug that information into the sampler used.
I wrote a program called samplegr preforming these 3 steps.














































4 Setting the seed
Problem: For reasons I haven't gured out yet samplegr
doesn't get the information of the global stored if a set seed
command is used in the code.
To solve the problem I tried to plug the set seed command into
the program using an option to be specied in the syntax by






























4 Questions for discussion
1 Do you have any suggestions on how to x the problem
combining samplegr with set seed?
2 Do you have any suggestions on how to improve or extend
the program in other ways?
3 Do you think that samplegr can be useful for other
people?